Life cannot pass immediately and directly from the subjective to the objective, for nature passes gradually from sphere to sphere, overleaping none.. For life is, in
reality, Divinity, Parabrahman, the Universal Deity. But in order that it may manifest on the physical plane it must be assimilated to the matter of that plane; this
cannot be done directly, as the purely physical is too gross, and thus it needs a vehicle––each envelope adds something of illusion.(CW12.s.691)

THE HUMAN

HIERARCHY

Atma
Higher Manas the
reincarnating Ego
(Manasupatra)

Dhyani Budda

Dhyani Buddhisattva
atma ‘s uphadi Buddhi

Kama is related to –blood,
liver, stomach and navel
generative organs
(CW.12.s.699)

Thus Kāma depends on PrāŠa,
without which there would be no
Kāma. PrāŠa wakes the Kāmic
germs to life, and it makes all
desires vital and living (CW 12.s.707)

There are three principal centres in the Body of Man: the Heart, the
Head, and the Navel; the Heart, as said, is the centre of the Spiritual
Consciousness; the Head is the centre of the Psychic Consciousness;
and the Navel is the centre of the Kāmic Consciousness. Every
important organ in the body is the representative in that body for one
of the monads in the human constitution. (CW12.s.695)

Param Atman
Supreme Self
Cosmic
consciousness

the Heart is the organ of the Spiritual Consciousness;
it corresponds indeed to PrāŠa, but only because
PrāŠa and the Auric Envelope are essentially the
same, and because again as Jīva it is the same as the
Universal Deity (CW.12.s.694)

Manushaya Buddha, spiritual
consciousness anthakarana

Divine Soul
Divine Monad

Spiritual soul
Buddhi

Spiritual Monad The Heart

H.Manas

Higher Human Soul- or Monad
LBuddhi H Manas Alaya vijnana

L.Manas

Lower Human Soul or Monad
Kama manas –Brain vehicle.

Kama
Psychic consciousness animal
soul
The essence of blood is
Kama. Blood is the vehicle of
Prana and kama as well as of
the astral body.

Astral body, model of
physical body

Physical
body

Animal consciousness
,lust,,desire.
Prana

Prana Kamic-life principle
Emotional-general life
consciousness

Astral

Animal Astral
Monad
Physical
Monad

Atma ,Inner God, I am; united with Buddhi it
is Divie consciousness
Reaching beyond our universe.
Buddhi Consciousness reaching the
solar system .
(G.de Purucker Fountain Source of
Occultism.p.564)

Intellectual consciousness a MANASUPATRA
The highest part of our own egoic individuality
The Brain.Consciousness reaches the Planetary
Chain.

Kāma-Rūpa, the vehicle of the Lower Manas, is
said to dwell in the physical brain, in the five
physical senses and in all the sense organs of
the physical body.
Every day consciousness,ordinary
brain-mind. BRAIN vehicle of LM.
Consciousness collectively to a
single globe.

The Spleen corresponds to the Li‰ga-Śarīra,
and serves as its dwelling-place, in which it lies
curled up. As the Li‰ga-Śarīra is the reservoir
of life for the Body, the medium and vehicle of
PrāŠa, the Spleen acts as the centre of PrāŠa in
the Body, from which the life is pumped out and
circulated.(CW.s.699)

Through this egg-shaped paradigm falls the ray from the arupa world, represented by this vertical line signifying the Self, universally
manifesting in every atom it touches this Kosmos and it permeates them all-as the self individual,the self egoic, the astral self and the
human self . .(GdP.FoEPH.p204) (Gde Purucker. DHL Grundtankar s.246)
I.De Jong

